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H31221 卷答案解析

一、听力 Listening Section

第一部分 Part One

Keys to Questions 1—5: A C E F B

1. A

It can be deduced from 高 that the question must be related to one’s height and features. A 

shows a girl measuring her height with a ruler, so it is the correct answer.

2. C

行李箱 is mentioned in the recording. We may think B and C are both correct as they are 

related to 箱 . But if we continue to listen, 太小了 and 放不进去 in the recording show that C is 

the correct picture which contains a piece of luggage that cannot be closed.

3. E

考试 and 复习 are mentioned in the recording, and these words are related to reading and 

study. So E is the correct answer.

4. F

In the recording, the man asked 这两个人是谁. Only in Picture F are there two people.

5. B

箱子 is mentioned in the recording again. 碗 and 筷子 mentioned in the recording are only 

meant to confuse the listener. The correct answer is B, which is also the only option left.

Keys to Questions 6—10: D A B E C

6. D

The first word 妈 in the recording shows D is the correct answer to the exercise, which can 

be further confirmed as 骑 is mentioned twice in the recording. In Picture D, there is a mother 

and a son who is learning to ride a bike.

7. A

After hearing 帽子, you can find the answer. Only pictures A and D contain a person with a 

hat. But choice D has been chosen, so A is the correct answer.
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8. B

The key word here is 相机, although it appears only once. Words like 换 and 没换 in the 

recording may mislead you into believing A is the correct answer, but A has been chosen, so we 

can choose B directly. It is very important to catch the key words.

9. E

It is not easy to choose the correct answer to the exercise. Since there is no picture showing 

a scene of playing in the snow, it seems that no picture matches with 雪越来越大 and 再玩儿

一会儿 in the recording. However, in Picture E, a girl is holding an umbrella to shelter herself 

from the rain or snow. If we look at the picture more carefully, we can see the girl is wearing a 

scarf. So it can be deduced that this picture is related to a freezing and snowy day.

10. C

The key to the exercise is to spot the laptop in Picture C. 上网 in the first sentence of the 

recording shows that a laptop should be included in the picture. So C is the correct answer.

第二部分 Part Two

11. √

一千多块 is mentioned in the recording. Based on this figure, this statement can be confirmed 

as true.

12. ×

Special attention should be paid to the change of concepts when we do this exercise. In 

the recording, it says that the book introduces 节日 so as to acquaint children with 文化 from 

different countries. Despite that 音乐 is a part of 文化 , this recording only touches upon 节日文

化 . So this statement is false.

13. ×

Generally speaking, if the statement contains the words expressing absolute senses like 必

须 , 一定, it is highly likely to be false. Based on the key points 自己多想办法 and 不能总是

让别人 in the recording, it can be deduced that the statement and the recording are contrary in 

meaning.

14. √

Focus should be put on synonyms in this exercise. 那个地方的茶很有名 in the statement 

means the same as 那里的茶非常有名 in the recording.
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15. √

It is not difficult to find the correct answer. Although there are a lot of descriptions of 

where 校长 is standing, the focus remains on 校长. 他很年轻 in the latter part fits in with the 

statement 校长很年轻 , so the statement is consistent with the recording.

16. ×

Eggs, bread, milk and fruit juice are mentioned but apples are not, so the statement is false.

17. ×

It is unlikely that 他们正在看电影. Expressions like 对不起 , 突然有事儿 and 下星期再

一起去 in the recording show that they are not watching a movie together now.

18. √

There is a lot of information in the former part of the recording. However, you won’t 

find the statement 王阿姨会打篮球 correct until you hear the final sentence 但她的篮球打

得非常好.

19. ×

手表不见了 is mentioned in the recording, and 这让他很难过 in the latter part shows that 

the speaker hasn’t found his watch. So the statement 他找到手表了 is obviously false.

20. √

The key information often comes after the clause introduced by 除了. 考试时只能用铅笔 

is mentioned after the first clause, which shows that pencils are needed when you take the exam. 

So the statement 考试要带铅笔 fits in line with the recording.

第三部分 Part Three

21. A

The key to this exercise is to hear and recognize the word 电梯. We can also find the answer 

from a different approach. If the words 教室 and 办公室 that are easily memorized and commonly 

used are not mentioned in the recording, A will be the correct answer.

22. A

这是我大学同学 in the recording shows that the person the woman is introducing is her 

同学.

23. C

Synonyms are tested in the exercise again. In the recording, you will hear 发现自己没带钱

包 , which has the same meaning as 忘拿钱包了 in the statement. So C is the correct answer.
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24. C

After hearing the recording, you will know the man is going to 图书馆, but he doesn’t know 

how to get there. So C is the correct answer.

25. C

累 is mentioned in the recording. We can start by imagining the feeling of being tired, and 

when being tired, a rest will be well-warranted. In the recording, though the man asks the woman 

if she would like some water to drink, what the woman wants is 休息. So C is the correct answer.

26. B

The key word 听 in the recording shows that it has nothing to do with 写, so C should be 

ruled out first. If the woman 不懂汉语, she won’t say the story is 很有意思 . So B is the correct 

answer because it shows that the female speaker thinks the story is good.

27. B

In the recording, the female speaker expresses her surprise and then asks the man why his 

room is so clean. So it can be deduced that the cleanliness is unusual and is a bit surprising. 

This statement has nothing to do with 女儿 , so A should be ruled out first. And apparently, C 

is incorrect, because the reason why the boy cleaned his dormitory is that his mother will visit 

him. So B is the correct answer.

28. B

In the recording, 要上飞机了 demonstrates that the speakers are waiting for their plane at 

机场. So B is the correct answer.

29. C

In the recording, the woman asks if she has gained weight. A man should never tell a lady 

that she becomes fat because of common decency. Therefore, the man says 没变化 to the lady, 

which sounds a polite response. So C is the correct answer.

30. B

Common sense won’t help you to find the answer to the exercise, so you should listen to 

the recording carefully. Since 邻居 appears twice in the recording while 弟弟 and 奶奶 are never 

mentioned, B can be confirmed as the correct answer.

第四部分 Part Four
31. B

The recording introduces the topic at the beginning. When asked what she thinks of the 


